GRAMMAR WORKSHEET

THIS THAT THESE THOSE

We use ‘this’ and ‘these’ to talk about people/things that are near us.

- I like this pen.
- I want these pens.

We use ‘that’ and ‘those’ to talk about people/things that are far away.

- Do you like that picture on the wall?
- Do you like those pictures on the wall?

● Complete the sentences below with: this, these, that or those

1. ____________________ shoes are black.
2. ____________________ shoes are gray.
3. ____________________ pen is small.
4. ____________________ pen is very large.
5. The time on ____________________ clock is 5:00.
6. The time on ____________________ clock is 11:50.
7. ____________________ plane is a toy.
8. ____________________ plane isn’t a toy.
9. ____________________ cat is eating
10. ____________________ cat isn’t eating.
11. ____________________ glasses are for reading.
12. ____________________ glasses are sunglasses.
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ANSWER KEY

1. These  7. That
2. Those  8. This
3. This  9. This
4. That  10. That
5. that  11. Those
6. this  12. These

Grades as percentages

12 / 12 = 100%
11 / 12 = 92%
10 / 12 = 83%
 9 / 12 = 75%
 8 / 12 = 67%
 7 / 12 = 58%
 6 / 12 = 50%
 5 / 12 = 42%
 4 / 12 = 33%
 3 / 12 = 25%
 2 / 12 = 17%
 1 / 12 = 8%
 0 / 18 = 0 %